The Faculty of Rutgers have decided to make gymnasium work compulsory for the two lower classes.

Columbia, Dartmouth, and Williams have dispensed with commencement exercises.

Phillips-Exeter has raised over $700 for its baseball nine for the coming season.

St. Paul's School, Garden City, has been closed, on account of scarlet fever.

The M. A. C. is now the largest club in New York, having 2,500 members. The N. Y. A. C. is second, with 2,300.

An art museum, to cost $150,000, is to be added to Stamford University by Mrs. Stamford.

The trustees of the Chicago University have decided to ask the citizens of Chicago for $500,000 more to expend for buildings.

Boston University offers instruction in a larger number of languages than any other American institution.

The Yale University library has received a valuable addition in a gift from Franklyn B. Dexter, Secretary of the Yale Corporation, of his collection of books and manuscripts relating to early New England history.

The students at Exeter have raised $270 for the purpose of hiring M. J. Kelly, the Boston player, to coach the nine school.

The Yale Glee Club will hereafter devote their profits to establish a contingency fund of $3,000, from which to pay running expenses.

The average age of the men entering the University of Michigan this year was 17 years 1-2 months; that of the women was 19 years 5-9 months.

The annual Rugby football game between England and Ireland was won by the former by a score of two goals and three touchdowns to nothing.

Fisk University has decided to erect a chapel in memory of the late Gen. Clinton B. Fisk, with the $25,000 left to that university by him.

Lectures in Volapük are now delivered at Yale, which is the first American college to add the language to its curriculum.

The University of Pennsylvania will send out a scientific exploring and dredging expedition to the Bahamas and the Caribbean Sea.

All of last year's nine at Yale have returned to college except Stagg and McBride. Dalzell will probably take Stagg's place, and there are several candidates for first base.

The success of the past few years has induced the University of Vermont to try to raise $1,000 to put a baseball nine in the field with the other colleges.

Princeton College has received a gift of over thirty thousand pieces of pottery and porcelain illustrating the history and progress of art from the earliest Egyptian period down to the present time.

The Harvard Peabody Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology has received $30,000 to found a scholarship with.

The average Wellesley girl weighs one hundred and nineteen and a half pounds, and is a trifle over five feet two inches in height.

The University of Michigan is planning to send its baseball team East next season to play the eastern college nines.

The alumnae of Vassar College are endeavoring to raise $40,000 with which to endow a professorship of astronomy at Vassar College.

At the next meeting of the Intercollegiate A. A. in New York, action will be taken as to the advisability of dropping the tug-of-war from the list of events.

The Canadian Football Association will send a team to England this year. Arrangements are being made for games with the best teams in Great Britain and Ireland.

The candidates for the Cornell Freshman crew have been reduced to fourteen men, whose average weight is 162 pounds.

A successful expedition, sent out by University of Pennsylvania, to investigate the flora and fauna of the West Indies and Florida, has just returned.